AUSTRALIAN LIVES
An Oxford Anthology
Edited by JOY HOOTON
[Hooton] has created an anthology that is successful...The entire work paints a vivid picture of the distinct and diverse history of Australian colonization in a manner that a single autobiography or an academic study could not hope to achieve"—Choice.
Compiled by the co-author of The Oxford Companion to Australian Literature, this is an absorbing anthology of some of the finest autobiographical writings from the convict era to the present day.
July 2001 317 pp. paper $35.00 cloth $55.00

NEW ZEALAND LOVE POEMS
An Oxford Anthology
Edited by the late LAURIS EDMOND
Lauris Edmond's witty and passionate anthology, published posthumously, is the first historical survey of New Zealand's rich and varied tradition of romantic poetry.
2001 320 pp. $55.00

LES MURRAY
A Life in Progress
PETER F. ALEXANDER
This is the first biography of one of Australia's finest poets—a famed lyricist, polyglot, and polemicist. Drawing on interviews with Murray, the author reveals how he endured the harshest and most anti-intellectual of childhoods to develop into one of the most famous poets writing in English today.
2001 432 pp. 40 half-tones $55.00

TRAVELLING TO NEW ZEALAND
An Oxford Anthology
Edited by LYDIA WEVERS
This is the first comprehensive anthology of accounts of travel to New Zealand. It illustrates the joys and tediums, perils and pleasures of travel to and within New Zealand since the early nineteenth century.
2001 296 pp. 75 half-tones, 2 line illus $45.00

THE OXFORD COMPANION TO NEW ZEALAND LITERATURE
Edited by ROGER ROBINSON and NELSON WATTIE
"[An] excellent guide...Although designed as a ready-reference source, with relatively brief entries, this Oxford companion is far more than that... Richly rewarding"—American Reference Books Annual, 2001.
"This splendid compilation surpasses all other guides to New Zealand literature... An extraordinary achievement. Most highly recommended"—Choice.
1999 624 pp. $72.00

TO TRY HER FORTUNE IN LONDON
Australian Women, Colonialism, and Modernity
ANGELA WOOLLACOTT
Between 1870 and 1940, tens of thousands of Australian women were drawn to London, their imperial metropolis and the center of the publishing, art, musical, theatrical, and educational worlds. In tracing the experiences of these women, this volume reveals hitherto unexamined connections between whiteness, colonial status, gender, and modernity.
July 2000 288 pp. 10 half-tones paper $21.00 cloth $40.00

+ + +

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US. To order, or for more information, please call 1-800-451-7566. In Canada, call 1-800-387-8020. Visit our website at www.oup.com

Oxford University Press
POETRY

6  Richard Hillman—Learning, Always
10  Philip Harvey—The Wine
16  Lucy Dougan—Woman Bird Woman
17  Alan Gould—Twelve
17  Alan Gould—Tentpegging
30  Joan Kerr—Wimbera 1942 (Sidney Nolan)
35  Aidan Coleman—The Pines
36  Chris Wallace-Crabbe—Reading Smoke With Orpheus
36  Chris Wallace-Crabbe—Along An Overgrown Path
39  Alison Daniel—Tangled Wet Hair
46  Bev Braune—When The Witch Speaks in French Creole
69  C.S. Andrews—Dream Capital

FICTION

4  Jonathan Bennett—The Price of Fish
7  Thomas Shapcott—Bank Closure
15  David Prior—The Man Who Sits By Windows

ESSAYS

18  Michael Ackland—Writing the East: Homosexuality and the Epic Endeavor of Harold Stewart
26  Brendan Ryan—Vulnerable Landscapes: Pastoral in the Poetry of Philip Hodgins
31  David Collahan—Rainforest Narratives: Janette Turner Hospital and the Ethics of Interference
37  Andreas Gale—Re-mythologizing an Australian Legend: Peter Carey’s True History of the Kelly Gang
39  Lyn Jacobs—The ‘good oil’: eucalypts and Murray Bail’s Eucalyptus
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DAWN CSUTOROS, "LOVERS"

“For all the sensory stimulation with which our world of mass-mediated images provide us, the net result is an anaesthetization rather than a heightening of the senses. By contrast, Dawn’s works radiate a quiet luminosity using extremely subtle and minimalist means.”

Dr. Llewellyn Negrin, Hobart, Australia 2000.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT:

I am fascinated with light and color; inner glowing illumination and vibrating hues. I love the drama created by the intersection and convergence of these elements.

An edge appears; that speaks of many things, boundaries, openings, containment and enclosure of time and space, of thresholds of conscious and subconscious experience.

Through the process of hand layering pastel and pure pigment onto paper, a sensuality is achieved in the surface. A surface which simultaneously materializes and dissolves. A surface which challenges and invites the viewer to enter a space that is both other and yet somehow familiar.

Dawn Csutoros is represented by Dick Bett Gallery, Hobart, Australia and Bulle Gallery, Melbourne, Australia. She exhibited in Tokyo and Kurashiki, Japan in June/July 2001. Her work can also be viewed at www.csutoros.com.
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